FAQ’S
MANAGEMENT FAQ’S
Ø Can you brief about Sigma Solutions ?
Sigma computing solutions private limited is one of the leading Embedded Development ,
Training and embedded Consulting company. We have divisions like embedded development,
embedded training, retail and corporate, recruitment division and software developments.
Ø What is the reason to choose the Sigma for Embedded systems training?
Students opt sigma because:
We are ISO certified training Institute in Embedded System Provide Industry oriented course.
·
Oldest companies in embedded systems training with 12 years experience.
·
The only company to provide Advanced embedded systems courses.
We have the course designed by real time People with Adavanced conents like cortex ,
IoT , etc
·
Provided with experienced full time 10 +faculties.
·
Sophisticated labs and theory rooms.
·
20 to 25 students is the strength of the single batch.
·
SITRIZ , a 3-tier architecture e-management system and resource rich information web
portal Student technical Information about Electronics , Interview , Question papers and
Interview Drives
Ø After completion of the course will Sigma provide placements?
Certainly sigma provides the placements to the students. Actually we have a separate
Recruitment Division vigorously working on it. we see that every needs and necessities of the
students to be satisfied regarding placements.EVERY month we have Placement Drive in our
Company.
Ø Do I get certificates after completion of my course?
Yes, we do give the certificates after the completion of the course. Its UK accregated ISO
9001certified . Training certificate Issue it with Advanced Embedded Training .
Ø How many projects will you provide to do after the completion of course?
We make you do otwo project based on 8051 or ARM-7 controller During /after the completion
of entire course.
Ø Can you provide any project ,during or completion of the course?
yes, we do provide one project after the completion of the course.
Ø Is sigma confident about what it is saying?
We are very much confident about what we are saying because of well planned training
methodology with quite experienced faculties and also with good infrastructure where each
individual gets a chance to work on embedded boards in sigma.

Ø Are your trainers also come from corporate company?
Yes, For some Specific Advanced modules they come from corporate company.

Ø will i get personal attentions during course if i am not stuck with the topic?
Yes, there will full-fledged support from our trainers to help in any aspect of course during the
time of course.
TRAINING FAQ’S:
Ø What is the benefit of getting trained in embedded systems?
Nowadays Embedded Systems is employed in almost every domains like consumer, industrial,
automotive, medical, commercial, military and several applications are designed on it. There are
numerous companies working on these products and there is a huge demand for skilled
resource / people on Embedded Systems
Ø what are the academic qualifications needed to do embedded systems course?
This course is open to any Diploma/B.tech/Mtech graduate or pursuing with electronics
background like (ECE, EEE, EIE, ETE),diploma in electronics background and ITI
-Electronics , BSc /Msc/ Phd -Electronics.
Ø How this course is beneficial to a starter/fresher ?
This course has been Designed based on the current Market requirements of the companies
.An ISO certified course is always helpful for a fresher to get a job and besides our course is
designed in such a way that a fresher can easily upgrade himself and by our training
methodology one always stays ahead from his peers.
Ø Do you provide the study material for the respected course?
Yes, we provide the Some of material for the respected course during the period of course.
Remaining we will give soft copies of that .
Ø Do you have any limitations to practise in labs?
You have a dedicated lab timings in your course and also whenever lab is free in the afternoon
or evening or weekends timings, you can Practice .
Ø Can you give me the course break up?
Our course duration has partitioned into theory sessions, practical classes and project.
the theory classes goes for two-three hours followed by the practical classes. After completion of
the course you will be given a project to do 0n 8051 or ARM 7controllers.
TECHNICAL FAQ’S:
Ø what is embedded systems and what is the use of learning it?

Embedded system is unlike the general purpose computer which is engineered to manage
manage wide range of processing tasks. There is a very good advantage of learning embedded
systems

Ø what is the hardware infrastructure provided?
Embedded Systems is nothing without hardware, it may be boards like 8051, ARM7 or Modules
like Zigbee, GSM, GPS etc, Sigma has enough hardware infrastructure to provide training to
every student.
PLACEMENT FAQ’S:
Can you brief me about your placement activities?
Yes. we have a separate division working on placements and recruitments with which we have a
great track record of placements. We give a chance not only freshers but also to experienced
step into embedded industry through placements.
We have taken Naukri.com ,Monster.com , TimesJobs Portal for Recruitment and Placements
.
We have dedicated Recruiter. HR Manager and Business Development Manager for Fresher
Placements .

Ø Can you share the companies who has visited and the details of companies and students so
far?
Yes. Following are the details about the companies wherein our students are hired and the
company interested for placements from our company:
Smartplay,Valeo,Hyundai
Mobis,
MOSCHIP
Semiconductor,
Hyundai
Engineering,Whirlpool,ATG,Caprus IT, Mahindra Satyam, Visiontek, Emsys, L&T infotech,
Viki Labs,Audience,Data Patterns,Ineda,Ademtek,Vivace Sonics,GVS,Green Ark Solutions and
many More.
Ø what are the rounds conducted during placements?
2-4 rounds conducted depends on the company,
Ø Can I get the placement after completion of one module?
Actually, we don’t assure you that you will be hired in the companies but we give 100%
assurance regarding conducting interviews.
Ø What is the salary package provided by the company that hires me from your company?
As per the salary details concerned , the packages are for freshers and experienced candidates
start INR 1.5 Lacks per Annum to 4 Lacks Per Annum based on Company and location .
ADMISSION FAQ:

Ø Can we register through online for the course?
Yes, you can register through online for the course.
Ø May I know the procedure to register to the course?
Sure. The procedure of registration involves:
>> First open the web browser and type this link www.sigmasolutions.co.in.
>> Our home website is opened and you can see different embedded system courses with the
option “REGISTER” beside every course.
>> Please click on it and mail us or contact us through the window opened, we will provide our
online payment details.

